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Key Observations 

• The S&P 500 entered a “correction”, defined as a pullback of 10% or more; intra-year corrections are 

not uncommon for equity markets.  

• Fixed income continues to struggle based on a myriad of factors including Fed narrative, an illusive 

recession and higher issuance by the US Treasury.  

• Small caps have struggled this year on a few simple narratives, but may offer unique opportunity 

relative to their large cap peers.  

 

 

Market Recap 

Markets across global equity and fixed income added a third month of decline in October. Technically, the S&P 

500 entered a “correction”, defined as a pullback of 10% or more, since recent highs achieved in July. Intra-year 

declines of this magnitude are not uncommon and 

as demonstrated in the chart below, coincidentally 

align with the average intra-year decline on the S&P 

500 since 1980. The recent struggles for fixed 

income are however less common. Should the 

Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Bond Index close the year 

in negative territory it will be the first consecutive 

three-year decline since the creation of the aggregate 

index in the 1970s1. In particular, long duration 

bonds, as measured by the Bloomberg U.S. Long 

Gov/Credit, fell -4.5% over the month pushing its total return to -9.7% for the calendar year1. We believe several 

factors participated in driving bond prices lower. The Fed’s continued narrative of “higher for longer (interest 

rates)”, a rolling view of a coming recession that has yet to arrive, and several technical factors with the Fed 

engaged in quantitative tightening and increasing Treasury supply following months of inability to do so based on 

debt ceiling restrictions. The resulting higher yields will be a key point of discussion in our coming 2024 outlook 

as we review the forward-looking opportunity fixed income may offer long-term investors.  

Financial Market Performance
Index October Y TD

S&P 500 -2.1% 10.7 %

Russell 2000 -6.8% -4.5%

MSCI EAFE -4.1% 2.7 %

MSCI EM -3.9% -2.1%

Bloomberg U.S. Agg Bond -1 .6% -2.8%

Bloomberg U.S. HY  Corp Bond -1 .2% 4.6%

FTSE NAREIT Equity  REITS -4.4% -6.4%

Bloomberg Commodity 0.3% -3.2%

Source: Morningstar Direct. As of October 31, 2023.



1) Source: FactSet as of October 31, 2023 
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The S&P Sneezes & Small Caps Catch a Cold 

Small cap U.S. stocks have struggled to find their footing this year. After a strong first quarter start, they were 

quickly overtaken by the buzz of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and the moniker of “the Mag Seven” was born. As 

markets and temperatures in the northern hemisphere have cooled it looks like the S&P may have sneezed, but it 

is small caps that caught a cold. What gives? 

 

First it is instructive to note that the small cap index, defined as the Russell 2000, is not just a smaller clone of its 

larger sibling index. As a residual of the securities in each index, the sector weightings and complexion can differ 

materially from large and small cap indexes. As demonstrated below, the variance in sector weights have been up 

to 12% over the last three months. Moreover, the returns within a sector from large to small cap can vary 

considerably. By way of example, large cap healthcare outperformed small cap healthcare over the last three-

months by 18.7%. Moreover, only two small cap sectors modestly outperformed their large cap peers over the 

same period. Closer examination of the recent period shows small caps have been plagued by both a higher 

exposure to poor performing sectors and materially worse sector returns. Small cap healthcare in particular has 

been hit by a combination of higher interest rates calling into question the viability of some businesses and weight 

loss drugs potentially leading to lower demand (read, lower obesity rates may produce less need for medical 

services). 



1) Source: FactSet as of October 31, 2023 
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Small Cap 
More Attractive 

Small Cap 
Less Attractive 

 

 

However, as we zoom out from recent performance the relationship between small and large cap stocks is in an 

interesting place. Since 2003, small cap companies on average have traded at a 35% valuation premium relative to 

large cap indexes. This is on the premise of higher growth and therefore higher return potential. In fact, over the 

last 20 years the Russell 2000 index has grown its earnings per share (EPS) more than 2x that of the S&P 500. 

Yet, at present, large cap and small cap indexes are at near equal valuations. On a relative basis this makes small 

caps appear attractive to larger peers.  

 

This narrative alone for small vs large caps is far too simple to be an investment thesis. For example, earnings per 

share (EPS) growth for the Russell 2000 over the last year was -24% whereas the S&P 500 was down -4% by 

Sectors

Russell 2000 

Index Sector 

Weights

S&P 500 

Sector 

Weights

Sector 

Weight 

Difference

Aug-Oct 2023 

S&P Return

Aug-Oct 2023 

Russell 2000 

Return

Sector Return 

Difference

Basic Materials 4.7 2.4 2.3 -15.7 -11.0 -4.7

Communication Services 2.1 8.7 -6.6 -12.9 -5.2 -7.7

Consumer Cyclical 10.4 10.6 -0.2 -19.7 -11.2 -8.5

Consumer Defensive 4.1 6.6 -2.5 -7.2 -8.8 1.7

Energy 7.4 4.5 2.9 -0.3 -1.7 1.5

Financial Services 13.9 12.8 1.1 -14.3 -7.9 -6.4

Healthcare 15.8 13.1 2.7 -25.5 -6.8 -18.7

Industrials 15.5 8.3 7.2 -14.6 -10.3 -4.3

Real Estate 7.4 2.4 5.0 -16.2 -12.5 -3.7

Technology 15.8 28.1 -12.3 -20.8 -8.2 -12.6

Utilities 2.9 2.5 0.4 -15.5 -10.3 -5.2
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Relative Valuation of S&P vs Russell 2000 Average

Historical "Cheapness" of Small vs Large Cap Stocks

Sources: FactSet, Fiducient Advisors analysis (October 31, 2003 - October 31, 2023). Cacaulation is the forward Price to 
Earnings of the S&P 500 divided by the forward Price to  Earnings of the Russell 2000. 

Source: Morningstar Direct as of October 31, 2023 
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comparison1. However, it does highlight an anomaly occurring with both the relative valuation and the 

concentration in the S&P 500 driven by the Mag Seven.  

 

Outlook 

We will be releasing our 2024 Outlook in December in which we’ll delve into these topics and more. Check back in 

to hear our most pertinent themes driving markets in 2024 and how to position portfolios accordingly.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



1) Source: FactSet as of October 31, 2023 
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DISCLOSURE: 

 

Advisory services offered through Veracity Capital, LLC, a registered investment advisor. Information presented is for educational purposes only 

and does not intend to make an offer or solicitation for the sale or purchase of any specific securities, investments, or investment strategies. 

Investments involve risk and, unless otherwise stated, are not guaranteed. Be sure to first consult with a qualified financial advisor and/or tax 

professional before implementing any strategy discussed herein. Past performance is not indicative of future performance. 

 

This performance report provides information regarding the accounts managed by Veracity Capital, LLC, in accordance with your investment 

objectives. You should communicate any changes to your current investment objectives or financial condition to Veracity Capital, LLC. 

 

Past performance is not indicative of future performance. Principal value and investment return will fluctuate.  No guarantees or assurances that 

the target returns will be achieved, or objectives will be met, are implied. Future returns may differ significantly from past returns due to many 

different factors.  Investments involve risk and the possibility of loss of principal. The values and performance numbers represented in this report 

do not reflect management fees. The values used in this report were obtained from sources believed to be reliable. Veracity Capital, LLC, 

calculated performance numbers using data provided. Please consult your custodial statements for an official record of value. 

 

This information may be taken, in part, from external sources. We believe these external sources to be reliable, but no warranty is made as to 

accuracy. This material is not financial advice or an offer to sell any product. There is no guarantee of the future performance of any Veracity 

Capital, LLC, portfolio. The investment strategies discussed may not be suitable for all investors. Before investing, consider your investment 

objectives and Veracity Capital, LLC, charges and expenses. All investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss. 

 

Benchmarks: The index / indices used by Veracity Capital, LLC, have not been selected to represent an appropriate benchmark to compare an 

investor’s performance, but rather are disclosed for informational purposes. Detailed information regarding the indices is available upon request. 

The volatility of the indices may be materially different than that of the portfolio. 

 

Veracity Capital, LLC, is a registered investment advisor. Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. More information about 

Veracity Capital, LLC, including its advisory services and fee schedule, can be found in Form ADV Part 2 which is available upon request. 

 

 

Comparisons to any indices referenced herein are for illustrative purposes only and are not meant to imply that actual returns or 

volatility will be similar to the indices. Indices cannot be invested in directly. Unmanaged index returns assume reinvestment of any 

and all distributions and do not reflect our fees or expenses. 

 

 

• The S&P 500 is a capitalization-weighted index designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through 

changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major industries. 

• Russell 2000 consists of the 2,000 smallest U.S. companies in the Russell 3000 index. 

• MSCI EAFE is an equity index which captures large and mid-cap representation across Developed Markets countries around 

the world, excluding the U.S. and Canada. The index covers approximately 85% of the free float-adjusted market 

capitalization in each country. 

• MSCI Emerging Markets captures large and mid-cap representation across Emerging Markets countries. The index covers 

approximately 85% of the free-float adjusted market capitalization in each country. 

• Bloomberg U.S. Aggregate Index covers the U.S. investment grade fixed rate bond market, with index components for 

government and corporate securities, mortgage pass-through securities, and asset-backed securities. 

• Bloomberg U.S. Corporate High Yield Index covers the universe of fixed rate, non-investment grade debt. Eurobonds and 

debt issues from countries designated as emerging markets (sovereign rating of Baa1/BBB+/BBB+ and below using the 

middle of Moody’s, S&P, and Fitch) are excluded, but Canadian and global bonds (SEC registered) of issuers in non-EMG 

countries are included. 

• FTSE NAREIT Equity REITs Index contains all Equity REITs not designed as Timber REITs or Infrastructure REITs. 

• Bloomberg Commodity Index is calculated on an excess return basis and reflects commodity futures price movements. The 

index rebalances annually weighted 2/3 by trading volume and 1/3 by world production and weight-caps are applied at the 

commodity, sector and group level for diversification. 
  


